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(Q-C@) is called a t+, k, h) design provided / Q I = v  and 9 is a family of 
k-subsets of Q such that every r-subset of Q is contained in exactly ,I members of 
9. Here we construct a 5-(2” + 2, 2”-l + 1, X) design for every n > 4, with 
A = (Z’+l - 3)(2”-* - 1). Letting Q be the projective line over GF(2”), we 
t&t construct a 4-(2n + 1, 2”-‘, X) design on Q. Such a design can always be 
extended to a j-design. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Mathieu groups M1, and M,, yield 5-designs on 12 and 24 varieties, 
respectively. Other 5-designs on 12 and 24 varieties have been discovered 
(see [3], [7], and [S]). Also in [3] 5-designs on 48 varieties are presented, 
and 5-designs on 30 varieties are mentioned. In [8] 5-designs on 36, 48 
and 60 varieties are also presented. Here we shall construct a 5-design on 
2” + 2 varieties for every n 3 4. 
If G is a non-trivial t-ply transitive group acting on a set Q of v varieties 
and ZS is an orbit of k-subsets of LR, k > t, then (Sz, .CB) is a t-(v, k, A) 
design. The design is trivial only if G is k-homogeneous. The results of [4] 
guarantee that G is not k-homogeneous for every k < v whenever v > 10. 
Therefore, a t-ply transitive group usually yields many non-trivial 
t-designs. 
The triply transitive projective group PGL(2, q) yields non-trivial 
3-designs on q + 1 varieties for q a prime power = 7 or > 9. The al&e 
group AF(n, 2) of n-dimensional a@ine space over GF(2) yields 3-designs 
on 2” varieties for IZ > 3. Thus, infinitely many 3-designs are obtainable 
via well-known triply transitive groups. In addition, the existence of a 
3-(u,4, h) design, v and /\ satisfying basic necessary conditions, is demon- 
strated in [5] and [6]. The author has constructed a less interesting, although 
infinite, class of 3-designs (see [2]), less interesting in that all of the h’s 
are very large. These and other known classes of 3-designs give one access 
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to an abundance of 3-designs. On the other hand, the Mathieu groups 
M 11, Mzs and M12, Mul remain the only. known non-trivial quadruply 
and quintuply transitive groups, respectively. Nonetheless, infinitely many 
Cdesigns are known (see [l]). 
In Section 2, we shall give some essential properties of two of the 
3-designs obtained from orbits under the affine group AF(n, 2). In Section 3, 
the 4-(2” + 1,2+l, X) designs will be constructed, and, in Section 4, 
the extension theorem will be proved. We shall always denote the family 
of k-subsets of a set S by Clc(s). 
2. THE ~-DESIGNS IN AFFINE SPACE 
Let E be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(2), n >, 4, and let 
L denote the linear group GL(n, 2) acting doubly transitively on E - {O}. 
Now let H be the group of translations T, : w + o + a, a E E. The affine 
group AF(n, 2) = {L, H) is triply transitive on E. Moreover, AF(n, 2) 
decomposes &(E) into only two orbits Y0 and Y; , where 
(E, Yo) is a 3-(2”, 4, 1) design, so we have 
w=;fy,, 
1 y; 1 = (274 - 1) (Y). 
Let d be an (n - I)-dimensional subspace of E and let d be the orbit 
of d under AF(n, 2). Since d consists of the 2” - 1 subspaces of E of 
dimension n - 1 and their cosets, we have 1 B 1 = 2n+1 - 2. Therefore, 
(E, 6’) is a 3-(2”, 2%-l, 2n-2 - 1) design. Since Y0 and 8’ are orbits under 
AF(n, 2), each member of Y0 is contained in the same number of members 
of 8. Since each member of 8 contains $(““i’) members of Sp, , it follows 
that each member of Y0 is contained in 2n-2 - 1 members of 8. It also 
follows that each member of P1 is contained in 2”-a - 1 members of 8. 
This information will be helpful in Section 3 inasmuch as our 4-designs 
decompose into disjoint 3-designs isomorphic to (E, 8). 
3. THE ~-DESIGNS 
Let E = GF(2”), n >, 4, Q = E U {co}, and E+ = E - {O}. Let G denote 
the group of linear fractional transformations o -+ ((YW + m/(yw + 6) 
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acting triply transitively on Q. Let G, be the stabilizer of cc in G. As in 
Section 2, we let d be an (n - l)-dimensional subspace of E, considering E 
only as a vector space over GF(2). Now let 59 be the orbit of d under the 
action of G. Our goal in this section is to show that (fi, 9) is a 4-design 
with h = (2+l - 3)(2”-2 - 1). 
First let 9, denote the orbit of d under G, . Let M = (x) where x is 
defined by wx = yo, y a primitive root of E. Let D be the stabilizer of d 
in G, D, = D n G, and D* = D n M. For some integers r, s, we have 
D* = (x’) where rs = 2” - 1. Now D* decomposes d - (0) into 
orbits of size s. Therefore, s 1(2”-l - 1) and s 1(2” - 1). It follows that 
s = 1 and D* = (1). 
M acts regularly on the family of 2” - 1 subspaces of dimension n - 1 
in E. We see that 9m is the same family of subspaces and their cosets as 
the family d of Section 2, so (E, 9,) is a 3-design isomorphic to (E, 6). 
Moreover, D, must be the group of translations w  - o + 6, 6 E d. 
Now suppose D, is properly contained in D. There exists y E D such that 
coy # co. Since D, is transitive on E - A, D must be transitive on 
fi - d. But 1 Q - d I = 2%--l + 1. Since 2”-l + 1 divides I D j,2”-l + 1 
must also divide j G I. But 2+l + 1 divides I G 1 only when IZ < 2. We 
conclude that D = D, . 
The stabilizer of d admits the unique fixed point co. Likewise, for every 
r in 9, the stabilizer of r fixes a unique point. For w  E Sz, let ~9~ denote 
the subfamily of 9 consisting of those blocks whose stabilizers fix w. We 
have a decomposition 
of 9 into disjoint famrlies, where every design (Sz - {w}, 9,J is a 
3-(2”, 2n-1, 2n-2 - 1) design isomorphic to (E, 8). For each w  in Sz, 
the family 9, uniquely determines a decomposition of z(I;;! - {w}) 
into two subfamilies YOU, Y..U satisfying the following: each member of 90m 
is contained in 2n-2 - 1 members of .9U , each member of YIw is contained 
in 2n-3 - 1 members of 9 Now suppose Q is any member of C.&J). 
Since G is triply transitive “0; 52 there exist u E G and 01 E E# - (1) such 
that QU = {co, 0, 1, CX.}. Now define v by 
u: 0 - (OL + 1/oL)/(w + d(Y). 
We have 
Quo = (0, 1 + 6, I.&, l} E y?o=‘. 
Thus, Q E 9$” where w  = co 0-l u-l. Every member of &(sZ) is an element 
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of YOU for some w. Since there are 2n + 1 families gU , and for each o 
we have 
it follows that there are (““L’) pairs (Q, w) such that Q E 9$‘. From this 
we see that every quadruple Q is an element of 9$ for exactly one w. 
(It is not difficult to show that Q E Yaw, where w  is the unique fixed point 
of the stabilizer of Q in G.) Therefore, Q is in 2n-2 - 1 members of gU 
and 2n-3 - 1 members of gD for 0 E Sz - (Q u {w}). It follows that Q is 
contained in (2%-l - 3)(2”-2 - 1) members of 9 independent of the qua- 
druple Q. Therefore, (J2,9) is the desired 4-design. 
4. EXTENDING ~-DESIGNS 
Suppose (J2,9) is a t - (2k + 1, k, A) design. Let JJ- = Sz u {X}, 
X # Sz, and let .9- = 9’ u 9” where 
9 = {{X}uLl :Ll E9}, 
9 ={Q-fi :deQ}. 
Our goal in this section is to prove the following 
EXTENSION THEOREM. If t is even, then @-, 9) is a 
0 + 1) - (2k + 2, k + 1,X) 
design. 
Proof. Since (In, 9) is a j-design, 0 <j < t, we may let Aj denote the 
number of blocks of 9 containing a tied j-subset of a. Suppose T is a 
(t + l)-subset of Sz-. If XE T, then T is contained in X members of 9 
and no members of 9’. 
On the other hand, suppose X is not in T. Let A- be the number of 
blocks in .9- containing T. We have h- = 5 + 6 where 5 is the number of 
blocks in .9 containing T, 5 the number of blocks in 9 disjoint from T. 
For a fixed s-subset S of T, let vs be the number of blocks r E 9 such that 
T n r = S. Perhaps it is not obvious that qs is independent of the choice of 
S in T. We shall prove this independence. Clearly r]t+l = 5. Now suppose 
S is a t-subset of T. Of the At blocks in 9 containing S exactly 5 of them 
contain T. Hence, r), = At - 5, independent of S. We proceed by induction. 
Our induction hypothesis H(m) will be the following: 
r)t-i+1 = h-i, + (-11'1 for 0 <i <m, 
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where LI,-,+~ is a linear combination of X1 , h,-, ,..., ht-r+l which is inde- 
pendent of T as well as S. We have proved H(1). Assuming H(m - l), 
2 < m < t + 1, suppose S is a (t - m + 1)-subset of T. For 
1 <i<m-1 
thereare(~)subsetsUofTsuchthatjU/=t-m+i+landSCUCT. 
For each such U there are r)t--m+i+l blocks r in 9 such that T n F = U. 
Therefore, the number of blocks in 9 which meet Tin S is qt--m+l , where 
qt-m+1 - -A t-m+1 - 
yg (7 
rlt--m+i+1 - 5 
= &m+, + (-WC 
and 
m-1 
A t-m+1 = Ln+r - co 
7" t-m-w-1 * 
i-1 
This completes the induction. More specifically it can be shown that 
A t-m+1 = FL (-l>i (7) ht*+i+l* 
i=O 
We now have 5 = q. = A, + (-l)*+l<. If t is even, then 5 + 5 = A0 . 
Therefore, for t even, h- is independent of T. 
Now let p be the number of pairs (T, d-) such that T ~&+#2-), 
d- E 9- and T C d-. We have shown that X(““,“) pairs have first coordi- 
nate containing X, while h-(“k,:‘> pairs have first coordinate not con- 
taining X. Hence, 
p = h (” ; ‘) + A- (2;:;). 
On the other hand 19 [ = 2X,, and 
x, = [X(2k + l)! (k - t)!]/[k! (2k - t + l)!]. 
Each member of .9- appears as second coordinate of ($$ of the pairs 
being counted, so 
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From the equation 
h (2k ; 1) + A- (2;;,‘) = A (:“++f) 
it follows that h = A-. Thus, (In-, z%-) is in fact a (t + 1)-design. 
By adjoining a new variety X to the projective line 52 in this fashion 
one obtains a 5-(2” + 2,2+l + 1, A) design (P, g-) from the Cdesign 
of Section 3, with h = (2*-l - 3)(2+-2 - 1). 
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